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Chapter
Chapterone
one
No one would have believed in the last
years of the nineteenth century that this
world was being watched keenly by
intelligences greater than man's. As men
busied themselves about their various
concerns they were being studied, perhaps
as one with a microscope might
scrutinize the creatures that swarm and
multiply in a drop of water. No one gave a
thought to the older worlds of space as
sources of human danger, yet across the
gulf of space, intellects vast and cool
and unsympathetic, regarded this earth
with envious eyes, and slowly and surely
drew their plans against us.

I might never have heard
of the eruption at all had
I not met Ogilvy, the
well-known astronomer.
He was immensely excited
at the news, and invited
me\to come up that night
to the observatory and
take turns with him in
looking at the red planet
through the big telescope.

During the year 1898 astronomers at
their telescopes saw an astounding
sight. As Mars approached opposition,
the wires of the astronomical exchange
came alive with the amazing story of a
huge outbreak of brilliant gas, chiefly
hydrogen, upon the planet. One
astronomer compared it to a colossal
puff of flame suddenly and violently
squirting out of the planet, "just like
flaming gases rushing out of a gun."

That's
amazing
professor!

Yes, it is! A
second burst
of gas, only
twenty-four
hours after
the first.
Nothing
like this has
ever been
observed
before on the
planet Mars.

Oh, no! It is purely a natural
phenomenon, I assure you. It might be
that meteorites are falling in a heavy
shower upon the planet, or a huge
volcanic explosion is in progress. It
is unlikely evolution has taken the
same direction on two adjacent
planets. The chance of anything
man-like on Mars is a million to one.

As we watched the sky, the first of the
cylinders that would bring so much
calamity and death to the earth was only
10,000,000 miles away. Launched from a
giant cannon on Mars, no one on earth
dreamed of these unerring missiles flying
swiftly and steadily towards our planet.

What do you
think it
is? Could
there be
people up
there?
Could the
inhabitants
of Mars be
trying to
signal us?

Several nights later I went for a walk with my
wife. From the railway station in the distance
came the sound of shunting trains, ringing
and rumbling, softened almost into melody by
the distance. It seemed so safe and tranquil.

There's what all the
excitement is about.
That orange dot, Mars.

Then came the night of the first falling star.
Hundreds must have seen it and taken it for
an ordinary meteorite. In the morning
Ogilvy, who had seen the shooting star and
who was persuaded that it lay somewhere on
the common, rose early with the idea of
finding it.

And Find it he
did, at the
sand pits!

Look at the shape! It must be artificial.
I'm going down to take a closer look.

Suddenly something within the cylinder
started unscrewing the top!

There must be a
man inside trying
to escape! We
have to help him!

The story was
soon all over
Britain. It took
many hours for
the cylinder to
open. As it did we
all wondered, was
there really
somebody alive
inside, or was it
just an automatic
mechanism? Only
time would tell.

No, professor! It's
too hot. Stay back!

By the next
day a crowd
had grown
around the
pit watching
as the top of
the cylinder
unscrewed.

We should see about building a
fence. Someone is going to fall
in and get hurt.

Suddenly the lid fell
off! I think everyone
expected to see a man
emerge--possibly
something a little
unlike us earthmen,
but all in all
something human...

Two bulky creatures with tentacles appeared and
watched us with luminous disk-like eyes. The
crowd retreated in fear, and I went with them.
Time to go
home, Tim!

But Mummy, I
want to watch
the Mars men.

What is that?
A snake?

They're
monsters!

Nothing happened for a while and people began to move back toward the edge
of the pit. Then a funnel-like object on a metal stalk rose into the air.

What is
that thing?

Suddenly there was a flash and a
ghostly beam leapt toward the man
closest to the pit. He burst into flame!

Man, animal and tree turned to flame at the touch
of this horrible heat ray. I ran and ran. I felt I
was being played with, that on the verge of safety
- this mysterious death would leap after me from
the pit and strike me down.

Help me!

Heavens! Run for
your lives!

Eventually, I reached the safety
of the woods, but it was clear
the war with Mars had begun...

Chapter
Chaptertwo
two
I stumbled home through the gathering
darkness. The Martians...the heat ray...
could I really have seen those fantastic
things? My wife saw my stricken face...
Dear, what's the matter?
You look terrible!

I told her everything that had happened out on
the common that day.
I can't believe it. All those people lying there
dead! What if the Martians come here?
Don't be concerned. The gravity
here on Earth is higher than Mars
and they can hardly move. They
will never make it out of their pit.

The next day a company of soldiers came through
town, and deployed along the edge of the common
to keep the Martians from leaving their crater.

There is a rumor that they are also going to
send some machine guns and heavy artillary!

That night another cylinder landed near
Woking. In the first pit the Martians were
hammering and working sleeplessly upon
machines they were making. Those who were
curious about what they were doing and
crawled out upon the common were never
heard from again. Now and again a light,
like the beam of a warship's searchlight,
swept the common, and the heat ray was
ready to follow.

The next morning I thought I would walk into
town to get the latest news.
I expect the
army will
move in and
finish them
today.

It's a pity they make themselves
so unapproachable. It would be
interesting to know how they
live on another planet.

Crash!

Pack some things. I'm renting a
horse and wagon and taking you to
your cousin's house in Leatherhead!

We ran
outside. The
top of the
chimney was
damaged. I
realized in
horror that
our home
must now be
within range
of the heat
ray!

By early evening we had
covered the 12 miles to
her cousin's home.
Please
stay. I have
an awful
feeling
about this...

What was
that!?!

Don't
worry I'll
be fine. I
will return
as soon
as I can.

On the return trip it started raining.
Lightning flashed and thunder rolled. In the
woods I thought I saw somthing moving, but
in the dark it was hard to be sure.

Suddenly it
appeared
before me: a
monstrous
tripod, higher
than many
houses, a
walking engine
of glittering
metal with
long, flexible
tentacles. At
sight of it,
the horse
bolted and the
wagon
overturned
into a ditch. I
fell to the
ground and
all was
darkness.

When I awoke the metal
monster was gone. The horse
was dead, his neck snapped by
the fall. I struggled through
the pouring rain on foot,
passing dead bodies lying in
the lane until I reached my
home. What had happened here?

As I sat at my table, recovering, I was
startled by a sound at the door. A young
artilleryman entered. He looked injured.
Are you trying
to hide?

Yes.

"It was the
Martians," he
told me. "They
came out of
their hole in
giant,
armored
machines
they'd been
making. They
wiped us out."

Come in and
have a seat.
then. What

We can't stay here. Tomorrow morning I'm going to try to
make my way back to Leatherhead to get my wife. Then, if
we can find a ship, I intend to leave the country.

I'll go as far as
Street Cobham with
you. Then I need to
head toward
London to see if I
can rejoin what is
left of my unit.

When we got to Weybridge we found a battery
of artillery with gunners at the ready.
It's bows and arrows
against the lightning. They
haven't seen that heat ray yet.

The cannons
fired, hitting
one of the
machines in
the hood,
killing its
operator. The
monsterous
tripod, now
out of
control,
stumbled
blindly
onward and
into the river.
The guns fired
again, but
this time the
remaining
giants' heat
rays
destroyed
them.

Suddenly, one after another, three
of the armored machines appeared,
each with a Martian in the hood,
striding hurriedly towards the
river. All raised their huge weapons
high in the air, and the ghostly,
terrible Heat-Ray struck the village.

Suddenly the white flashes of the Heat Ray
came leaping towards us. The
artilleryman was lost in the smoke while I
jumped into the river. I stayed under until
I felt my lungs might burst and was
forced up for air.

Hissss!

The heat ray had brought the river near the
boiling point. I staggered through the
leaping, hissing water towards the
shore and fell helplessly in full sight
of the Martians, expecting nothing but
death.

The foot of a fighting machine came down near me, then lifted away as the
surviving two carried away the remains of their fallen comrade. Suddenly I
realized that through a miracle I had escaped.

Chapter
ChapterThree
Three
My younger brother was in London when the
Martians attacked. The news electrified
the city. The newspapers said there was
fighting at Weybridge and that defensive
preparations were being made to repulse the
invaders should they approach London.

The Martians had learned from losing a
fighting machine at Weybridge to cannon
fire. Now they launched rockets that
released a thick, black, smoke that clung to
the ground. This black gas choked the
gunners even before the Martians came
within cannon range.

Read all
about it!

Rumors of the Martian's approach rushed through the city. My
brother, gathering allthe money he had in his room, decided to
leave London and joined the swelling crowd in the street.

Then came reports that the Martians had
been seen moving up the Thames River,
cutting through bridge after bridge while
blanketing the surrounding area with
their deadly, black smoke.

With the arrival of that news, people poured
into the city streets by the thousands Loaded
with their belongings in boxes and bags, they
jammed the roads leaving London. The rich
found themselves rubbing elbows with beggers,
and all were filled with fear.

My brother
escaped
from the
crowds down
a quiet
lane. Some
distance out
of the city
he came
across two
women being
waylaid by a
pair of
ruffians.

Let go of me!

My brother was an expert boxer in college
and gave one of the ruffians a right cross.

Why you-

crack!
crack!

Serves
you right!

I'm tellin' you, lady.
We're takin' the horse
and carriage. Get out!

Leave them
alone,
you
blackhearts!

With two against one, my brother
might have been in serious trouble
if the younger woman, her hands now
free, had not produced a pistol.

Bang!
Bang!

Get out of here
before I put the
next one
through you!

Blimey, she's got
a gun. Let's go!

My brother
suddenly
found
himself as
protector
to a Mrs.
Elphinstone
and her
younger,
unmarried
sister.

We were hoping to meet
my husband, George,
at Stanmore.

I will try and
get you there.

You are a true
gentleman!

When they
arrived at
Stanmore,
there was no
sign of Mr.
Elphinstone.

I'm sorry. We've checked
everywhere.We must go on.
The Martains are coming. I
think we should head for
Harwich and see if we can
get on a ship out of England.

At Chelmsford
the pony and
carriage was
seized by a
self-appointed
group calling
themselves the
"Committee of
Public Supply."
My brother and
his
companions
pressed on by
foot, reaching
the the bay near
Harwich late in
the afternoon
the next day.

They charged an
exhorbitant price, but I got
us passage to Ostend. We
have to get on board
immediately. The captain
wants to cast off. He's
heard reports of Martian
fighting machines headed
this way.

I won't go
without George!

Look at all the ships!

George would not
want you to stay here
with the Martians
coming. You know that!

That one boarding
at the dock seems
ready to leave. Let's
see if we can
purchase tickets.

No sooner did the ship get underway when four fighting
machines appeared and made their way out along the headland.
They're gigantic! But
what can they do? We
are already at sea!

The invader's intensions became clear when
the giant tripod figures waded out into
the water to seal off the entrance of the
bay. The ships with their desperate
passengers were trapped.

Suddenly the deck shook violently as an
iron bulk, like the blade of a plough, tore
through the water nearby, rocking the
small steamer with huge waves of foam.
It's the warship
Thunderchild!

The Martians launched a cannister of their
black smoke, but it fell uselessly into the
sea. Next they focused their heat rays onto the
ironclad vessel and the wooden deck burst
into flame, but still the ship sped onward.

The Thunderchild slammed into one of the
Martian fighting machines. The monster
reeled, staggered and finally toppled into
the bay. A cheer went up from the crowd
on the deck of the little steamer.

Crash!
Crash!

With flames streaming from her, the ship now
turned toward the remaining Martians. Guns
blazing, the warship bore down on them,
oblivious to the heat rays that ravished her.
Suddenly there was an explosion and the scene
disappeared in a wall of smoke.

In the confusion, the passenger ships made it
safely out to sea. As the smoke cleared,
my brother could make out the aft of the
ironclad sinking into the bay amid the
remains of the fallen Martians. In the sky,
another cylinder fell to earth. What was
perhaps man's mightiest weapon was gone
now, and there was nothing left to stop the
invaders.

Chapter
Chapterfour
four
In the village of Weybridge I came across a
curate in front of the ruins of his chapel.
Are you
alright?

All the work we did - the
church! We rebuilt it only three
years ago. Look at it now!

Why are these things
permitted? What sins
have we done? What
are these monsters?
Has the Earth been
given over to them?

We walked for many hours before we came to an abandoned inn.

Fortunately the inn was stocked with
food. We were just sitting down to eat
when a terrific crash shook the building
and the roof collapsed on us.
Heavens!

Crash!!!
Crash!!!

They are Martians
and they will be back
soon. You'd better
come with me.

We need shelter for the
night. We should stop
here. With any luck we
may find some food.

When I awoke I found myself in the basement of
the ruined inn. The curate was sitting next to me.
What
happened?
What time
is it?

Shhh! You've been out most of
the day. A cylinder landed next
to building. The Martians are
just outside.

I peeked out
through a
break in the
wall. He was
right. The
collapsed inn
lay in the
crater made
by the
cylinder. The
Martians had
already
emerged and a
fighting
machine
stood guard
over the pit.

Day after day went by with
nothing to do but remain
silent and watch the
Martians working out in
the pit. Fortunately we had
enough food and water to
sustain us.
What are
they making
out there,
some kind
of new
machine?
Take a look!

Then came the
day we first
saw the
Martians
feeding. A
fighting
machine
arrived with
a cage
strapped to
its back.
From this,
terrified
captives were
removed.

I don't care
what those
devils are
doing. I just
know I can't
stand being
shut in here
much longer!

A week went by. The
enforced imprisonment
was hard on my
companion.
The Martians were
building flying
machines! Clearly their
technology was vastly
superior to ours.

Why have these
demons
come? We
have sinned,
we have fallen
short.

Quiet!
They'll
hear you!

They
should
be cast
out by a
holy man!

These people were tied down, then their
blood was completely drained from them.

This is the devil's
work! The Martians
are injecting the
blood into their
own veins!

That's why they
want us. They
live off the
blood of
others, like
vampires!

In fear I grabbed a piece of wood and
swung it at him, knocking him senseless
as a martian machine's tentacle slid
through the opening.

Nay! I shall
speak! The word
of truth is
upon- Ouf!

Shut up!

crack!
crack!

This seemed to push the curate over the
edge into insanity.
It is my duty to
confront
them! Woe unto
these demons! Woe!
Woe! Woe! Woe! Woe!
The word of
truth will destroy
the devil's work!

Be still!
They'll
hear you!

I dragged the unconscious man as far to
the rear of the inn as I could, while
the tentacle searched the ruins of the
building.

I hid the curate as best I could and
clambered into the coal cellar, burying
myself withthe coal nuggets. The tentacle
came within inches of my face. It was all I
could do to keep from screaming.

The tentacle retreated from the coal cellar
and then I heard it grab something - the body
of the curate! It dragged the unconscious
man toward the opening in the wall and there
was nothing I could do about it.

I lay unmoving
in the coal for
a day. After
that I emerged
just to get
food or
water, then
went back,
fearful the
martian
tentacle would
return. One
day I awoke
with a start to
find a dog
sniffing me.

I got the
half-starved
creature some
food. Then it
occured to me
that if the dog
had gotten
safely in,
perhaps I could
get out. Beyond
the inn was
absolute silence.

Outside the Martians and all their machines had
gone. After fifteen days I was finallya free man
and the air outside had never smelled so sweet.

Chapter
Chapter five
five
After my escape, I
made my way
toward Putney
Hill. There a man
called out to me.

Yes, it was the man who had sought shelter in my house a little
more than two weeks ago on the first night of the war. Having
recognized me, he invited me in to eat. Afterward he described
his vision of a brave new world to me.
Man is finished on the surface of the earth. This
isn't a war any more than there can be a war between
men and ants. If they see us we're dead! Our only
chance to preserve humanity is to go underground!
Underground?

Stay away! This
is my country
from here to
the bottom of
the hill!

I'm just
passing
through to
find my wife
at
Leatherhead.

You're the man
from Woking!
You didn't
drown in the
river?

Heavens! The
artilleryman!

"Yes! Think of
those miles
and miles of
drains under
London
leading
everywhere. The
rain will have
left them sweet
and clean. I've
already made
a start on a
tunnel from
the house here
down to the
street. Once
that is done
we'll be able
to go
anywhere
without the
Martians
seeing us!"

"It will be a secure place where we can make our homes and
raise our children. We'll raid the British Museum for books
and set up schools. We'll teach our children science!"

"We'll spy on the Martians. Maybe capture a
fighting machine, learn how to build them
ourselves, then it will be them that does the
running and dying!"

He then took me into the cellar to show
me the tunnel he'd been making. It was
then I began to see the gap between his
dreams and his powers. The tunnel,
which was only a few yards long, had
taken him a week. I could have dug that
much in a day!

The next morning
I decided to
leave this man to
his impossible
dreams. I
wanted to know
what had
happened to the
human race, so I
decided to go to
the greatcity of
London.
Something told
me I would find
my answers there.

Suddenly a
fighting machine
appeared. From
the hood came a
wail of "Ulla,
ulla, ulla, ulla!"
The monster
staggered after
me and I ran for
my life.

When I got there I found the city deathly
still and empty. Nothing moved. Why was I
wandering alone in this city of the dead?
Why was I alive when all London was lying in
state in its black shroud? I felt so very
alone.

Then just as it was about to catch me, the
machine stumbled. With an enormous crash
and clang the tripod legs went out from
underneath it and it hit the street.

The machine made no attempt to rise. As I
approached it the martian operator pulled
himself out from behind the monster's
controls. He looked up at me with huge,
glassy eyes, then slumped over. He was dead.

What did this
mean? I raced
into the next
street. At the
top of
Primrose Hill
stood another
tripod figure.
Around the top
flew a flock of
ravens. Out of
the hood hung
lank shreds of
brown, at which
the hungry
birds pecked
and tore.

Suddenly
fearless, I ran
to the top of the
hill. Here the
Martians had
built a mighty
fort. I looked
down on it and
saw bodies of
martians and
their wrecked
machines. They
were dead. They
were all dead!

In the end the Martians were slain by the smallest
of earth's creatures: bacteria. The Martians had
long ago eliminated disease-causing germs from
their planet and had no resistance to our
microscopic allies. As soon as they came to our
planet and drank the water, they were doomed.

Quickly the word spread and slowly people
started returning to that great mother of
cities. It was again alive and with each new
day its heartbeat grew stronger.

With the government restored, scientists and
engineers were quickly employed to discover
the secrets of the machines the invaders had
left behind.

As for the
Martians
themselves,
what little
remained after
wild dogs had
their way was
carefully
examined. One
of the
best-preserved
specimens can
be found at the
Natural
History
Museum where
it remains a
popular
exhibit.

As for myself I returned home to find my
wife waiting. After the many days that had
passed it seemed so strange to hold her
again in my arms. We had each counted the
other among the many dead.
Is the nightmare really over, darling?
Yes, I think
it finally is.

A question of universal
interest is the possibility
of another attack from the
Martians. Currently their
planet is at its furthest
distance in its orbit from
us. When it swings near
again will we be ready? Have
they given up their designs
on earth or will they renew
their adventures?
At any rate, whether we expect
another invasion or not, our
views of the human future
must be greatly modified by
these events. We have learned
that we can nolonger regard
this planet as being a fenced
in and a secure abiding place
for Man; we must be forever
on our guard for the unseen
good or evil that may come
upon us suddenly out of
space.

The
The End
End

